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BEEF BACKGROUNDING
Please join us for lunch and a short afternoon meeting with
Dr. A.J. Tarpoff, DVM and Dr. Dale Blasi, PhD to discuss
adding value to weaned calves through backgrounding.
Noon (MT)
September 2, 2020
Sherman County 4-H Building
Goodland, KS
Dr. A.J. Tarpoff
-Calf Health
-Value Added Vaccine Programs
Dr. Dale Blasi
-Calf Nutrition
Cooperative Extension Service. K-State Research and Extension is an equal
The meeting is free to attend. A lunch meal will be
served. Please RSVP by August 28 online at
https://tinyurl.com/calfbackgrounding or by
phone (785)332-3171.

SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS!

www.ksre.ksu.edu
K-State Research and Extension is an equal opportunity provider and employer.

Crop Production By: Jeanne Falk Jones
Research on Seeding Rates for Dryland Wheat in Western Kansas
K-State agronomists conducted a study from 2014 through 2018 at
Garden City, Tribune, and Colby to evaluate wheat yield response
to different varieties and seeding rates and address these questions:
• Are K-State seeding recommendations appropriate for current
varieties?
• Is there a need for variety specific seeding rates (other than adjusting for seeds per lb)?
• How region-specific should seeding rate recommendations be?
Popular varieties representing a range of tillering potential were
selected and seeding rates were selected to represent the range of
rates. Four wheat varieties (TAM111 in 2016 and 2017, TAM114
in 2017 and 2018, Byrd, T158, and Winterhawk) were seeded at
five seeding rates (30, 45, 60, 75, and 90 lbs/ac) at Garden City,
Tribune, and Colby into no-till or reduced-till fallow in a wheatsorghum-fallow rotation. Data were collected from 960 individual
plots across 14 site-years throughout the study. The 2014 study
was preliminary, subsequently we chose to evaluate a wider range
of seeding rates. For the purposes of evaluating seeding rate response curves, only data from 2015-2018 is reported in this article.
Interactions of variety and seeding rate were examined. Varieties
responded similarly to seeding rates in 12 of the 14 site-years. As
expected, variety selection is important as it significantly affected
grain yield in all 14 site-years. Similarly, yields responded to
changes in seeding rate in 13 of 14 site-years (over a wide range of
seeding rates, we would typically expect a yield response). However, optimal seeding rate depended on the variety used in only two
site-years. These two years had untreated stripe rust and higher
seeding rates of the stripe rust-susceptible varieties were able to
partially compensate for the effects of the rust, resulting in different yield responses to seeding rate. Therefore, in a majority of the
site-years, varieties responded similarly to seeding rates.
Effect of Location
While location affected the overall yield level, with yields increasing in the order of Garden City < Tribune < Colby, location did not
affect the overall yield response to seeding rate. As shown in Figure 1, the seeding rate response curve is similarly shaped for all
locations when averaged across years and varieties.

Figure 1. Seeding rate response by location.

In Figure 1, data points within a location that have the same letter
are not statistically different. For example, at Garden City there
was no difference between the 60, 75, or 90 lb/ac rates, while all
three of those rates were higher yielding than the 45 lb/ac rate,

which was higher yielding than the 30 lb/ac rate. At Tribune and
Colby, there was no significant difference in grain yield between
the 60 and 75 lb/ac rates, however the 90 lb/ac rate was significantly higher than the 60 lb/ac rate. With location and variety selection
not playing a significant role in optimal seeding rate, all data were
then combined for the overall response to seeding rate (Figure 2.)

Figure 2. Effect of seeding rate on grain yield, averaged across varieties and site-years.

When the response to seeding rate was evaluated (Figure 2), grain
yield significantly increased with increasing seeding rate up
through the 75 lb/ac seeding rate. Yield between the 90 and 75 lb/
ac rate were not significantly different. When translated into a
seeds/ac basis, these seeding rates would have been 452,000,
678,000, 903,000, 1.13 million, and 1.36 million on average.
Important points to keep in mind
• This study was conducted on a lb/acre basis. However, range in
seed size was modest (an average seed size of 15,056 +/- 19%)
when compared to the differences between seeding rates. Conducting the study on a seeds/ac basis would not have significantly changed the shape of the overall seeding rate response curve.
• Fields used in this study are managed to be non-fertility limiting,
however they are not excessive in fertility. Fields with excessive
soil test phosphorus levels will likely result in additional fall
tillers and thus satisfactory performance might be obtained from
seeding rates lower than what these results suggest are optimal.
• Due to dry seeding conditions experienced during the study, seed
was often dusted in, or planting was delayed until a rain. Therefore, emergence was often later than what would be obtained
from planting on the optimal planting date into good moisture.
Previous work by K-State in Colby has shown the importance of
increasing seeding rates as planting is delayed, due to reduced
opportunity for tillering. This may be why the distinction between the 60 and 75 lb/ac or the 90 lb/ac rate is not clear cut.
Key Results
• The data collected is not supportive of variety-specific seeding
rates (other than adjusting for seeds/lb).
• The seeding rate response curve was similar across varieties and
locations for three sites in western Kansas.
• Across all site-years, 75 lb/ac (an average of 1.13 million seeds/
ac) was sufficient to maximize grain yields. When broken down
by location, 60 lb/ac (an average of 903,000 seeds/acre) was
sufficient to maximize grain yields at Garden City, while at Tribune and Colby the optimal rate appears to lie near 75 lb/ac
(approximately 1.13. million seeds/ac).

K-State Research and Extension is an equal opportunity provider and employer.

Livestock By: Heather Foxworthy
Preconditioning, Backgrounding and Beyond!
Generally referring to the management practices implemented around weaning time to prepare calves for a stocker operation or the feedlot, a “preconditioning” program is used to boost
the immune system and nutritional status of calves while minimizing stress. Preconditioning is a generic term that covers a
wide range of practices that vary in terms of vaccination and
weaning protocols. Conventionally, preconditioning programs
include vaccinating calves against clostridial and respiratory diseases, applying a dewormer treatment, castrating and dehorning
if needed. Furthermore, many programs also include backgrounding or weaning calves at least three weeks prior to shipping to
allow calves to learn how to eat from bunks and drink from a
trough. Allowing calves this experience will significantly reduce
the amount of stress that they are faced with all at once if they are
weaned and immediately shipped to a new location.
Many studies have been conducted to determine the
difference in performance, health, and value of preconditioned
calves. For example, a 1985 study by Cole compared the performance, morbidity, and mortality of preconditioned calves to nonpreconditioned calves during the entire feeding program. The
study suggested little difference in performance of the two
groups of calves, however preconditioned calves were less likely
to get ill or die, making them more valuable to feedlot managers.
The cost associated with treatment and/or dead calves alone
makes feed lot managers appreciate preconditioned calves for
their better established defense to disease threats.
While Cole (1985) and others have investigated the impacts preconditioning programs has on calf morbidity and mortality, there have also been extensive studies on calf value as a result of these practices. A study by Zimmerman and colleagues in
2012, investigated the differences between preconditioning programs (or lack of) to determine the premiums earned for various
management practices. On video markets, calves that were vaccinated for respiratory disease, however not weaned could earn
up to $1.49 to $3.70 more per hundredweight compared to calves
not vaccinated (Zimmerman et al., 2012). Calves under both a
weaning and vaccination program could earn up to an additional
$6 to $10.72 per hundredweight on video markets. As to be expected, calves under a more intensive value added program are
expected to bring higher premiums. However, it is important for
the producer to identify what their setup will allow for in terms of
carrying out vaccinations, and holding calves on pasture or in a
dry lot during weaning.
The various combinations of vaccinations, weaning, and
bunk training are considered value added calf programs. Gaining
traction during the past few decades, there has been an increasing
interest in these programs which incentivize producers to optimize calf immunity and bunk training via premiums paid by cattle buyers. However, there is not a “one size fits all” preconditioning program. Producers need to carefully evaluate and identify which program makes the most sense for their operation in

terms of implementation and cost effectiveness. Some things that
may need to be considered are:
•

Cost of vaccinations compared to the resulting increased calf
value

•

Ability to vaccinate calves multiple times leading up to
weaning

•

The facilities for weaning whether that be on pasture or dry
lot

•

Labor to care for, feed, and doctor calves being weaned

In many cases, operations are not capable of implementing a preconditioning due to insufficient labor, time, or facilities. However if a producer has the necessary resources the implementation
just may bring in some extra profit.
In all, preconditioning and backgrounding programs are
an excellent way to add value to calves in the form of immunity,
minimized stress, and the familiarity to eating from a bunk.
These processes help transition calves from one sector of the industry to the next while maximizing calf health and performance,
a characteristic that feedlot managers appreciate and are willing
to pay more for. This financial benefit to producers comes at the
cost of the necessary resources that they may not have access to.
Regardless, producers are encouraged to evaluate value added
calf programs to identify which (if any) can be implemented into
their management system while yielding sufficient price premiums to be cost effective.

For more information or resources regarding preconditioning or
backgrounding, please visit or call the Cheyenne County Extension Office at (785)332-3171.

For more resources and event announcements, please
follow us on Facebook at K-State Research and Extension Sunflower District.

K-State Research and Extension is an equal opportunity provider and employer.
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Family & Consumer Science By: Melinda Daily

Why Can Foods?
Canning can be a safe and economical way to
preserve quality food at home. Disregarding the value of your labor, canning homegrown food may
save you half the cost of buying commercially
P canned food. Canning favorite and special products
to be enjoyed by family and friends is a fulfilling
experience and a source of pride for many people.
If vegetables are handled properly and canned
promptly after harvest, they can be more nutritious
than fresh produce sold in local stores.
Home-canned foods are a year-round treat. But
if those foods are not canned safely, foodborne illness can turn a treat into tragedy. Use current canning methods and follow these tips to can foods
safely.
The advantages of home canning are lost when
you start with poor quality fresh foods; when jars
fail to seal properly; when food spoils; and when
flavors, texture, color, and nutrients deteriorate during prolonged storage.
10 Tips for Safe Home-Canned Food
1. Altitude Adjustment—Kansas altitude can
range from below 1,000 feet to just over 4,000
feet. Failure to adjust for altitude will lead to
underprocessed food, which encourages the
growth of Clostridium botulinum. Recipes in
the Ball Blue Book are written with processing
instructions for altitudes below 1,000 feet.
2. Headspace—Proper headspace helps ensure a
good vacuum seal on jars. Too little headspace
can compromise the seal. Follow recommendations for headspace.
3. Processing Equipment—Processing methods
are recommended for home canning are water
bath canners for high-acid foods and pressure
canners for low-acid foods. These are the only
options you have.
4. Untested or Homemade Recipes—Canning
your favorite recipe is risky, and may cause
spoilage and foodborne illness.

5. Acidifying Tomatoes—Tomatoes are on
the borderline between
a low-acid and highacid food. Tomato processing recommendations include both boiling water and pressure canning. Both methods require acidification. Acidification Options for Tomatoes (Choose One): Bottled Lemon Juice, Citric
Acid or Vinegar.
6. Improper Processing Time—Use trusted resources for safe processing instructions.
7. Lids and Jars—Recipes specify what size of jar to
use. If a recipe lists pints only, do not use a larger
jar. Regular and wide-mouth Mason-type, threaded, home-canning jars with self-sealing lids are the
best choice. Colored jars and lids are available and
are safe for canning, but not recommended for fair
exhibits. Commercial jars that cannot accommodate two-piece canning lids are not recommended
for home canning.
8. Modifying Tested Recipes—Adding thickeners,
pasta, rice, or any other ingredient to tested recipes
can result in spoilage and foodborne illness. These
changes alter the acidity and consistency, which
slows heat penetration. Instead, make the recipe as
stated, then add extra ingredients before serving.
9. Fancy Pack—These are not practical and produce
potentially unsafe products. The slow process of
fancy packing hot food will cool the food too
much, resulting in underprocessing.
10. New Appliances for Home Canning are being
manufactured to help consumers preserve food
without a lot of expertise or in smaller batches.
These appliances must be used according to their
instructions and recipes. Use of recipes not developed for these appliances can lead to seal failure,
food spoilage, and other potential health risks.

K-State Research and Extension is an equal opportunity provider and employer.

4-H Youth Development By: Karen Nelson

Clovers off to all the Sunflower Extension District #6 - 4-H Static Exhibitors at their County Fairs that received
Grand Champion placings that qualified them to go on to the “Kansas State Fair.”
Cheyenne County

Sherman County

Wallace County

Andrew Andrist- INT Crafts, Welding, INT
Boys Buymanship
Tysson Andrist- JR Boys Buymanship,
Welding
Isabella Bandel - JR Girls Buymanship
Karly Bandel - SR Foods
Shadryon Blanka - SR Boys Buymanship
Carter Downey - JR Lego
Blaine Ernzen - INT Foods
Jordyn Faulkender - SR Color Photo
Matthew Hendricks- INT UAS Display,
Foods
Hadleigh Hilt - SR B&W Photo, Girls Buymanship
Kolbie Leach - INT Lego
Taysen Ludowese - INT Rocket
Addison McAtee - JR Craft
Jaclyn Milliken - INT Girls Buymanship, Color Photo, Food Gift Package
Reagan Milne - INT Pets, Geology, Entomology
Sierra Milne - JR Pets
Jillian Morris - INT B&W Photo
Colton Neitzel - SR Welding
Mason Rieger - JR Color Photo
Kattie Wurm - SR Clothing Construction
Review, Horticulture, Craft, Art, Girls Buymanship
Alexis Zimbleman - JR B&W Photo

Mason Berls - INT Shooting Sports Poster,
INT Dog Showmanship, INT Rabbit Poster
Matthew Berls - INT Rabbit Showmanship,
INT Shooting Sports Project Booth
Ryan Berls - SR Rabbit Poster, SR Rabbit
Showmanship, SR Foods, SR Wildlife Poster
Halle Bhend - INT Aquarium Pets, INT
Floriculture
Harrison Bhend - SR Floriculture
Jarek Crow - SR Shooting Sports Poster
Hannah Dechant, SR Art, SR Photography
Krista Evert - JR Girl Buymanship
Logan Fitzgibbons - INT Garden
Linnea Gattshall - INT Fiber Arts; knitting,
INT Fiber Arts; needlework, INT Forestry,
INT Wildlife
Weston Heiter - JR Photography, JR Craft,
JR Art
Truman Hooker - Wheat Show Booth
Kerrek Lockhart, - INT Craft, INT Rocketry
Rebecca Lockhart - SR Fiber Arts; crocheting, SR Fiber Arts; needlework, SR
Constructed Style Revue
Rylea Martin - INT Foods, INT Food
Preservation, INT Constructed Clothing
Casja McCary - SR Legos Original Design
Ranger McCary - INT Legos Original Design
Ashtin McClung - SR Craft, SR Girl Buymanship
Sarah Nemechek - INT Recycled Clothing
Coletin Schritter - INT Hand Pet, INT
Legos; kit
Haisley Short - JR Constructed Clothing,
JR Foods, JR Constructed Style Revue, JR
Recycled Clothing
Hayden Short - Decorated Food Item, INT
Food Gift Package, INT Constructed Style
Revue
Aleah Tew - INT Art, Needlework
Winston Tew - JR Garden
Sierra Vandiver - SR Garden, SR Project
Poster, SR Educational Exhibit
Barrett Williams - JR Woodworking
Kaleb Williams - INT Boy Buymanship,
Ella Wolf - INT Photography
Emily Wolf - SR Cat

Addison Aldridge - INT Construction Fashion Review, INT Clothing Construction
Jaelyn Daily - INT Clothing Buymanship,
INT Arts & Crafts, INT Foods & Nutrition,
Overall Yeast Bread
Jerrek Dansel - JR Foods & Nutrition
Jrayton Dansel - Grand Champion Robotics
Blaise Fischer - JR Boys Buymanship, JR
Rocketry
Haylee Hennick - SR Arts & Crafts
Ashlynn Rains - JR Arts & Crafts
Jaren Rains - SR Woodworking
Payton Riedel - JR Construction Fashion
Review, JR Clothing Construction
Regan Stramel - SR Clothing Buymanship,
SR Foods & Nutrition
Austin Smith - INT Rocketry
Jessie Smith - Fiber Arts Champion
Kaitlyn Smith - JR Clothing Buymanship
Ja’Asia Stafford - SR Photography
Jyma Stafford - Food Gift Package
Karsyn Wright - INT Boys Buymanship,
INT Photography, INT Woodworking
Kenslie Wright - JR Photography

K-State Research and Extension is an equal
opportunity provider and employer.

The Cheyenne County 4-Her

THANK YOU from the Extension
Office to everyone that helped make the 2020 Cheyenne County
Fair a success! This would not have been possible without all the
wonderful volunteers and support through out the Fair.

Good luck to all the Kansas State Fair exhibitors!
Kansas Youth Leadership Forum-Virtual for 2020
What: Build your leadership skills and potential through workshops, consulting
groups, inspirational speakers and more. In addition, the 2021 State 4-H
Youth Leadership Council will be elected at KYLF.
When: November 21-22, 2020
Where: Your Device (computer, tablet or phone)
connected to the internet
Who: Youth 14-18 years old before January 1, 2021
Registration: Open late Summer of 2020
Early Registration Deadline: October 15, 2020

K-State Research and Extension is an equal opportunity provider and employer.
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Sherman County September 2020 Newsletter

September
September
September
September
September
September
September

Important Dates

7...............Extension Office Closed/Labor Day
11-20.........State Fair * COVID 19 Regulations *
13.............Prairie Dale
20.............Sunflower
21.............Country Clover
28.............Promotion Committee
28.............4-H Council

Flatlanders canceled 2020 - No 4-H Promotion Booth
October 1....................4-H Enrollment Opens

Reminder!
4-H Youth that received a
Grand Champion Ribbon
at the fair make sure you send the thank
you cards that were attached to your
Grand Champion Ribbon.
These thank you cards are from the
Grand Champion Jacket donations by
area businesses.
You will receive your jacket at the
Achievement Awards in
November.

County Fair
Thank You! Thank You! Thank You!!!
To all the volunteers who made our County Fair a success!
Please be sure and thank your Fair Board,
Carnival Board, Club Leaders, Project Leaders,
Project Superintendents, Livestock Volunteers, and 4-H Members
& Parents. Many hours of pre-fair set-up go into this event and
continues through the week of the fair for this annual celebration.

National 4-H Week
October 4-10, 2020

KAP’s Due to the Extension
Office October 7, 2020
KAP Applications
To encourage good habits in record keeping, all
4-H Youth are asked to complete a KAP.
The standard record book forms will not
be eligible for judging. (simplified forms)
The KAP forms are available on the county website at:
http://www.sunflower.k-state.edu/4-h/forms.html
• Kansas Award Portfolio (KAP)
• Choose - Age Group
• Personal Page
• KAP’s can be completed and printed on the website.
What should your KAP include?
• “1” inch binder with a plastic slipcover
(recommended)
• Personal Page
• Follow the steps in your KAP
• 4-H Story
• Photos
• You may enter a KAP for each project that you feel
you excelled in, and wish to be considered for a
project pin.
• Only one KAP per binder.
Membership Pins
For those who have attended regular club meetings and
that complete a KAP, don’t forget your membership
pins.
http://www.sunflower.k-state.edu/4-h/forms.html
Check with your leaders on the date they would like
KAPS turned into them for signatures and approval.

K-State Research and Extension is an equal opportunity provider and employer.

Sherman

Sunday

Monday

2020

Tuesday
1.

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

2.

3.

4.

9.

10.

11.

Saturday
5.

Beef
Backgrounding
12:00 - 3:00 MDT
4-H Building

6.

7.

8.

12.

For livestock information:
State Fair September 11-20 * COVID 19 Regulations *
Virtual Static Events TBA

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

29.

30.

1.

Prairie Dale
6:00 PM
4-H Building

20.

Sunflower 4-H
3:00 PM
4-H Building

27.

Country Clover
7:00 PM
4-H Building

28.

Promotion
Committee
6:00 PM
4-H Council
7:00 PM
4-H Building

4-H
Enrollment
Opens

4-H Newzzzzzzzzzz - Wallace County
What is 4-H?
Kansas 4-H is open to youth between the ages of 7 to 19. The new 4-H year
starts in October, so many prefer to join 4-H at the start of the school year.
Each of the four H’s on the clover represent ways youth can grow and
develop in 4-H.
The four H’s represent:
Head-critical thinking, problem solving.
Heart-self-discipline, integrity, communication.
Hands-serving others.
Health-choosing healthy lifestyles.
4-H and the Community
As part of the 4-H experience, 4-H members are encouraged to learn about
and contribute to the betterment of their communities. 4-H also utilizes a
variety of community resources to enhance the educational experience of
members. Those resources may include meeting places, guest speakers,
volunteers and field trips.
Skills learned in 4-H last a lifetime:
-A positive self-concept.
-An inquiring mind.
-A concern for the community.
-Healthy interpersonal relationships.
-Sound decision making.
The reason for publishing this information in the
newsletter is to remind 4-Hers and their families that
decisions made in the public eye can sometimes come
back on the 4-H program and all the young 4-Hers that
idolize the older 4-H members.

There will be a 4-H Council Meeting
September 21st. It will be held at
the Extension Office In Sharon
Springs @ 6:30 p.m.

Dates to Remember

September
3– State Fair begins
7– Closed for Labor Day
20- State Fair Ends
21– 4-H Council Meeting
October
2-4 —KJLS—Hutchinson
7– Record Books due to Office
10-11– 48 Hrs of 4-H
11-17– 4-H Week
14– Record Book Judging-Scott City
31– Halloween

A sincere Thank You to all who
helped out with the 2020 Wallace
County Fair!!!

Kansas State Fair
September 3-20
…………………………………………………
Livestock shows will be held like the traditional shows.
Static projects will be all virtual this year.
K-State Research and Extension is an equal opportunity provider and employer.
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K-State Research and Extension is committed to making its services, activities and programs accessible to all participants. If you have
special requirements due to physical, vision or hearing disability, or a dietary restriction please contact Karen Nelson at (785)890-4880.

